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>>BEST SELLER>> MT4 High Probability Forex Trading MethodFirstly, you will be pleased to learn

what this book DOES NOTÂ include:affiliate links like Clickbank etcup-sellsside-sells or,"ongoing

costs" for the MT4 High Probability Forex Trading MethodConsequently, readers will not be

bombarded with unwanted information or additional costs. Â However, you will need to deal with my

Aussie slang here and there as I am not hiring someone to polish this into something that

doesnâ€™t sound like me. Also if you are purchasing this book as a paperback you also have the

option to receive the Kindle version for free via .My name is Jim Brown. Â I am from Queensland

Australia, I currently reside in Vietnam (for now) and I am a full-time Forex Trader.This book

provides a reliable and robust trading method which I have refined over many months of manual

and demo testing and now live trading. I use the very popular MetaTrader platform to trade. This is

more commonly referred to as MT4 and there are many reputable brokers who offer this platform.

Â Although I concentrate solely on ForexÂ trading myself, I see no reason why you could not trade

this method on other financial instruments offered by many MT4 brokers. These may include:Oil

Precious metals Commodities Stock Indices Individual stocksThis particular trading method can be

traded on any time frame you choose. Personally, I prefer the 4hr charts or the daily charts. These

are time frames I am comfortable with, but again I understand that there are different strokes for

different folksÂ when it comes to time availability, preferred time-frames, lifestyle choices etc.You

will need access to MT4 to use this method as it relies on the use of custom indicators which I

arranged to be specifically built for this platform. Â You may not wish to conduct your actual trading

off an MT4 platform but you will need to at least download a free demonstration version to enable

you to conduct your trade analysis and you could then place your actual trades on your preferred

broker's platform. Â The basic setup of the MT4 High Probability Trading

Methodhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03doxlC85e4Facebook GroupI share more information in

this newly created Group, and you can touch base with me about the MT4 High Probability Trading

Method or any other Forex related matters. Interaction is encouraged. Fake Facebook accounts will

not be accepted. Â http://bit.ly/JAGfx(case sensitive)You Tube ChannelYou will have to be forgiving

of the quality. Â  I do the videos on-the-go, when I have free time.http://bit.ly/YouTubeJAGfx  (case

sensitive)A Mac userÂ informed me that he had difficulties installing the templates as he couldn't

drag the Modified MACD template across. Â In the end, he used a program called PlayonMac to get

the MT4 platform, but when he couldn't get it to recognize the file he discovered he had to copy and

paste it from the folder in the wine library to the folder that is also in the wine library. You can't

transfer it straight from your file. Â I am sorry I can't elaborate on this further as I don't understand



Macs at all - these are his words and I hope it helps. If not, I am sure there is someone in my

Facebook Group who could help.
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This is "a must have" book if you really want to implement a clear high probability Forex trading

strategy. I discovered Jim Brown's first book (Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple

Terms) about three months ago and since then I have been practicing and even developing robots

to be able to follow his strategies. Now this book that I just finished reading, is opening new

possibilities and improved ideas to be more successful as a trader. As Jim states, nobody knows

what the next candle is going to do, but some useful help to predict it is always welcome. In this way

this new book is absolutely recommendable both for newbies and experts traders. Everyday is a

new chance to learn new things. 5 stars from my side without any doubt about it.

I am always on the lookout for trading systems by successful traders and I stumbled across this

book by accident and I must say this is an absolute gem!!I have traded forex for at least 6 years and

have bought many trading systems/methods from various "experts". Some of these have been very



expensive yet worth very little. The method that Jim trades is a very robust system that will provide a

trader with the proper tools and mindset for success. I know what a great system looks like and here

is one that will provide a solid foundation that can be added to one's own trading toolbox.This is

worth hundreds if not thousands of dollars and here it is for the price of a cup of coffee !!!What can I

say ? Thanks Jim. You are the real deal !

Jim has always been sincere and absolutely honest and generous in sharing his Forex methods. I

feel very fortunate to have bought his first book and now the second one. Words cannot explain the

gratitude I have and the luck to have stumbled upon his book. I do not know why he is doing this,

but I suppose when one has reached a certain point in life, they tend to give back to society. The

sharing of his Forex methods is evident of that!

Very clear and simple trading book suitable for beginner, intermediate but also for expert traders.

There are a lot of useful advice about money management, trading techniques and psychologies

aspects. What I liked more was the trading system. Very easy to apply and suitable on high time

frames like daily. I prefer trading high time frames and this is a good system to add to other systems

I'm using.

Before I start the review, I must add the disclaimer that the author does offer 3 MAs in return for a

review. However, even without this offer, the book, "MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method" is

fully worth buying, especially if you have just ventured into Forex trading and are still struggling to

find your trade signals. The book is not your typical Forex book for beginners. It doesn't delve into

basics or explains the mechanics of key indicators, and I felt thats a good thing. If that is what you

are after, you are probably better off buying something else. If you are after a basic trade setup with

some good high probability signals to enter a trade, this book has it. While it is not a complete

system on its own, the author does give a lot of ideas for setting take profits and stop losses, and

variations of the system. I have some experience with MT4 coding and I was easily able to adapt

the indicators provided to build an EA based on this.I would have liked a page or two explaining the

background behind his indicators, and why they work the way they do - purely from an educational

perspective.All in all, definitely worth buying.

I read Jim's previous book and follow him on his Forex Facebook page, and find his information to

be timely and very valuable. Jim has a fun and easy to follow style of communication, mostly to the



point with a bit of humor thrown in. Combine this with his many years experience in Forex trading

and you get this book, "MT4 High Probability Forex Trading Method". He explains his trading

method in great detail which uses primarily 3 indicators: Moving Average's, the MACD, and a early

warning indicator, which is integrated into the price chart and MACD. Plus he provides these

indicators he uses everyday with this book, which makes it and excellent resource for any trader.

Trading Forex is easy but being successful at it, is NOT. Follow the method in this book with

consistency and you will make money. Lastly, the great thing about Jim is when he says to send

him an email if you have questions he absolutely means it. I've found him to be very generous with

his information and time.

Jim has hit the nail on the head with the trading system he shares in this book. I started trading

Forex early 2016 and was clueless as there are a lot of systems and method out there which cost

exuberant amount. I have been trading the method from this book for the last two months and the

profits, i'm making says it all. A big Well done Mr Brown, for creating a simple, easy to understand

trading method especially for the newbies like me, but most importantly a very profitable trading

method. What i also enjoy the most, is Mr Brown willingness to help and answer all questions for

clarity.Its books like these that will reduce the high failure rate of new Forex traders.If you are new in

the world of Forex, i highly recommend this book and it will be one of the best investment you will

ever make. It will make your trading journey easier and enjoyable.
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